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Creator of ecological initiatives in the field of climate and Christianity, environmental lawyer and political scientist.

Former:
Administrator and spokesperson for Friends of the Earth-France.

Now:
General Secretary of the Green Church label, which brings together 550 parishes committed to ecological conversion.
& President of Chrétiens unis pour la terre- Christian united for the Earth.
A Oecumenical & national initiative

After Paris agreement on climate & Laudato Si

-> respond to Parishes need for a practical tool

Created by a few people and organisations

BUT supported by

-> Churches

  Bishops conference-catholic,
  Protestant federation,
  Orthodox bishop’s conference

-> Christian NGOs

  Caritas, CIDSE, Jesuit review, A Rocha...
Simple and Organised TOOL with 3 goals:

1- Get started
2- Simple but comprehensive auto-auditing
80 questions on 5 subjects
3- Bring fruit

Improve every year, news practical tools, networking, Season of creation
Simple and Organised TOOL with 3 goals:
A FEW EXAMPLES